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Aaron was Moses’ older brother in the Old Testament. He became a mouthpiece and a high priest.
He received the call from God.
What You May Not Know about the “Other Brother,” Aaron
I don't know if you think of salvation as a miracle, but it meets all the conditions. You need to have
a problem. You need faith, and you need God. Well, we had (and still have) a sin problem. God ...
What Does the Bible Tell Us about Miracles?
Is what I believe true I cannot think of anything more tragic than to live my life with a false view of
reality A false view of the existence of God ...
The existence of God: Does God have a name? (part 1)
Recent release "A Bible Study ... the New Testament. Through its use of metaphors, symbols and
imagery serves as a cautionary writing of the dangers of being left behind. The study guide ...
Reverend Fred Roark's New Book, 'A Bible Study Guide on Revelation' is a ThoughtProvoking Study About the 22 Chapters in the Book of Revelation
Recent release "Faith and Study in the Astral Plane" from Newman Springs Publishing author Mark
Matthews is a Bible-based work that presents scriptures for readers to get a clear understanding
and a ...
Mark Matthews' new book, 'Faith and Study in the Astral Plane', draws the believers into
the illuminating words of the Bible
In addition, New Testament scholars agree that the ... 2:16), that it is a guide for our lives (Luke
4:4) and that it is true (John 17:7). If we believe in God but don’t trust in the Bible ...
Can You Believe in God and Not the Bible?
Jesus has one office, that of Messiah or Christ. He is the anointed one, the one mediator between
God and man, the Savior. But this office has three aspects to it: those of prophet, priest, and king.
What Does It Mean that Jesus Is Prophet, Priest, and King?
The study of Scripture as a whole, not in bite size easily swallowed chunks, and as it is, not shaped
to fit our preconceptions, will make us wise. There is one command the New Testament makes ...
Lord, Grant us Wisdom
Author Tyrone Luines offers his exhaustive study, drawing from the entire New Testament, called
Identity in Christ: Seeing Yourself the Way God Sees ...
What You Do Will Be Influenced By Who (And Whose) You Believe You Are
Rev. John Kartje will be part of a Summer Scripture Conference and lead an Online Bible Study in
Mundelein, Illinois.
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Exploring scriptures: Conference and online Bible study assist in spiritual journey
In his latest book, the “Color of Compromise” author turns from the lessons of history to the proper
Christian response.
Jemar Tisby: Three Words Should Guide Our Pursuit of Racial Justice
If only they had been able to refer to a guide – a map of some kind ... As a passage from the New
Testament declares, “No temptation has seized you except what is common to man.
Bob Tamasy: Consulting The "Map" For Avoiding Everyday Perils
After several years of lull with regards to new gold mines, Ghana is finally about to get one, as
Canadian junior, Newcore Gold has announced a preliminary economic assessment (PEA) for its
Enchi gold ...
Proposed new gold mine to reverse production slump
In a year often defined by uncertainty, Christian Scientists gathered at their online annual meeting,
including from Chattanooga and congregations throughout world, to acknowledge the ways in ...
God’s Grace Enables Progress And Joy, Say Christian Scientists At Annual Meeting
The long-gestating Gaston & LeFou Beauty and the Beast prequel series is a go. Disney+ has
officially greenlighted Beauty and the Best (working title), an eight-episode limited musical series,
...
‘Beauty and the Beast’ Prequel Series Greenlighted By Disney+; Briana Middleton Joins
Josh Gad & Luke Evans
Last summer, researchers from PHICOR at CUNY SPH developed a computational model of the US
population that simulated the spread and impact of Covid-19. The model served as a virtual
laboratory to test ...
Covid-19 vaccine efficacy study named AJPM's most influential paper of 2020
Researchers found that sharp declines in food shortages, financial instability and anxiety coincided
with the two most recent rounds of payments.
Stimulus Checks Substantially Reduced Hardship, Study Shows
A Gallup study released in March found membership ... the Jesus Christ in the New Testament, is
much different, is totally different almost, than the nationalistic Christ or the Christ that ...
'Jesus and justice will win out in the end': Clergy reflect on Trump, Capitol riot, and
concerns for church's future
So acute is the shortage of new substantial discoveries, S&P says the medium-term development
pipeline is at risk S&P Global “While it is a testament ... commodity analyst Luke Nickels during ...
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